FA C T S H E E T

Welfare For All: The Left’s Welfare Expansion
No One Should Use COVID as an Excuse
$1.9 trillion
		
		
		
		

• More than $1 trillion of the Biden stimulus bill isn’t about COVID—it’s pork and liberal
policy priorities.i
• Democrats are using the pandemic to massively expand a government welfare program that will 		
leave low-income Americans behind—even as they claim to help low-income Americans.

$100 billion
		

• That’s the yearly cost of the left’s welfare expansion in the stimulus, via the so-called “Child 			
Allowance.”ii

		

• It’s now the second largest welfare expansion in U.S. history. In fact, it’s more than the original 		
costs of the largest welfare programs in existence, including health care, food, and cash programs.

What are the Biden Child Allowances?
It used to be the “Child Tax Credit”
		
		

• When lower-income parents worked, they paid $2,000 less in taxes. The point was to let them keep 		
more of their own paycheck to spend on necessities for their kids.

Now it’s a $300/month welfare check
		

• What used to be the child tax credit was changed into a monthly welfare check for parents.

		

• $300/month for each kid younger than 6 years old, $250/month for kids ages 6-17.

No work required
		
		

• Now low-income parents no longer have to work—or even prepare for work through education or 		
training that can get them back on their feet—to receive these monthly welfare checks.

		

• This will reverse the 1996 welfare reform—a reform that was proven to work.

Why 1996 Welfare Reform Matters
Before Reform

1 in 7 kids on welfare
		

• Before bipartisan welfare reform in 1996, one in seven children in the U.S. was on welfare.iii

8 years of dependency
		
		

• Before welfare reform, the majority of families were dependent for more than 8 years—and most 		
parents didn’t work.iv

		
		

• The bottom rung of the ladder of opportunity was cut off: Mothers and fathers never got their first 		
jobs.

Welfare Reform Brought Real Results
Dependency dropped
		
		

• After the 1996 reform, welfare enrollment significantly declined for the first time since the War on 		
Poverty was declared in 1965.v
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Single parents found jobs
		

• Employment shot up—particularly among single mothers who didn’t graduate from high school.vi

Child poverty fell
		
		

• Child poverty, which hadn’t budged in decades, fell at an unmatched rate, especially among
African-American children.vii

		

What Will Happen Under Biden’s Welfare Expansion?
Dependency will rise
		

• Sending welfare checks without asking people to work leads to more people not working.viii

		
		

• Why? When welfare becomes more generous and doesn’t prepare recipients to be a part of the 		
economy, long term dependency shoots up.ix, x

		
		
		

• Unconditional welfare checks can subsidize families who reduce their work hours—and sometimes 		
encourages them to not work at all. This policy makes it more likely that single mothers in particular
could leave the workforce.

		

• Families who don’t work can’t move up the income ladder in the long term.

The focus should be on long term child poverty
		
		

• Liberals claim this child allowance welfare check will lower child poverty. But they are looking at 		
short-term poverty, when they should focus on long-term poverty.xi

		
		

• These cash payments run the risk of taking low-income single parents entirely out of the workforce		
in the long term.xii		

		

• It’s harder for children raised without working parents to escape poverty in their lifetimes.xiii

The Left Wants this Expansion to be Permanent
Democrats have made clear their ultimate goal
		

• Right now, the Biden welfare expansion is temporary—one year.

		
		

• But the White House and congressional Democrats have made it clear: they intend to make this 		
welfare expansion permanent.xiv, xv

We Need to Lift ALL Americans Up
		
		

• We shouldn’t be building an economy where low-income Americans scrape by and become more 		
dependent on government welfare.

		
		

• If we truly care about the long-term success of low-income Americans—especially children—these 		
welfare checks without work need to end.

		

• People want the dignity of a paycheck that lifts them up, not a welfare check that keeps them down.

		
		

• This welfare expansion will hurt the people it claims to help. Real welfare reform would empower 		
low-income Americans to rise.
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